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LINKEDRIVE PEDALCOACH INSTALLATION PROCESS 
Device Type: Samsung Android Tab  

 

Below is a general outline for installing PedalCoach on your Samsung Android 

Tab device.  Since we don’t have your exact tablet, and since your initial setup 

of the tablet combined with the day-to-day use of the tablet can impact look and 

feel, as well as system settings, the install steps should be seen as general 

guidelines. 

 

PREREQUISITE DEVICE CONFIGURATION STEPS 
 

1) Open up the “Settings” menu of your tablet, which can be accessed from the 

gear icon in the drop-down menu shown below. Simply swipe down, from top to 

bottom, to open this menu on your tablet. 

 

 
 

2) From the “Settings” menu of your tablet, tap “Connections” (typically top left). 

The right hand side should show “Location.” Toggle the “Location” switch to 

“on.”  NOTE: You may see a “improve location accuracy” pop-up message.  If 

you do see this message, tap “disagree.” 

 

3) Tap “Location, to access the “Location” menu. 

 

4) From the “Location” menu, tap “Location Method,” and change the setting to 

“Tablet only.” 
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5) From the “Location” menu, tap “Improve Accuracy,” and then turn off both 

“Wi-Fi scanning” and “Bluetooth scanning”, as shown below. 

 

 
 

6) From the “Location” menu, tap “Google Location History.”   

 

If the tablet has previously been logged into a Google account, you will see the 

following Location History menu.  Turn off location history.  If there are multiple 

Google accounts logged into the device, disable the location history for each.  

The Google accounts are show in the top left, and can individually selected if 

there are multiple logins. 
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If the tablet has not been logged into a Google account, you will be prompted to 

“sign in.”  Disregard the “sign in,” and go back to 

“Settings.”  
 

7) From the main “Settings” menu, tap “Security,” then tap “Google Play 

Protect” to access the “Play Protect” menu. 

 

 
 

8) From the “Play Protect” menu, turn off “Scan device for security threats” as 

shown below.  Full scanning should now show as turned off, as shown below. 

 

 
 

9) From the “Security” tab, tap “Install unknown apps.”  Then tap Chrome and 

toggle on the “Allow from this source” switch.  It should show as follows when 

correctly set, as shown below.  Do the same for My Files, to enable installs from 

a memory stick. 
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PEDALCOACH SOFTWARE INSTALLATION STEPS 
 

In the immediate steps that follow, an outline is provided for “installing from 

internet” to install LinkeDrive’s PedalCoach software.   

 

Installing from Internet 

 

a) Click the following link, or enter the URL below to download the PedalCoach 

software to your tablet.  NOTE: Google Chrome is recommended as download 

browser if entering the URL below by hand. 

 

http://my.linkedrive.com/download 

 

When the download begins, you should see an indicator of the file download 

progress in the drop-down menu.  Below is an example of what you might see. 
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b) Once the download is complete, you should see a “download complete” 

message as shown in the example below.  LinkeDrive’s 

PedalCoach software will download as: “download.apk.”  

Tap “download.apk” to launch the installer. 

 

 
  

Running the PedalCoach Installer 

At this point, you have should have a) completed the prerequisites section, b) 

launched the PedalCoach. 

 

a) The PedalCoach installer will prompt you “Do you want to install this 

application?”  Tap “install,” as shown in the picture below. 

b) When the installer has completed, you will see the “App installed” message 

below, tap “open." 

 

 
 

c) The provisioning will initially fail - that is expected.  Enter the provisioning 

code that LinkeDrive has provided to you in the dialog box highlighted below, 

then tap “continue." 
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d) You will then see the PedalCoach icon on your home screen… tap the 

icon.  You will then be prompted to log-in, begin typing your name, you will see 

your name pop up in the list, tap your name, and you will be logged in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The PedalCoach application is now 

installed on your tablet.  Initially 

PedalCoach will run on the entire 

screen.  Refer to the "PedalCoach 

Window Arrangement Feature.pdf” 

document on how to setup floating 

windows, which highlights a few 

possible layouts and configurations.  
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